Open? Close? Hybrid? Cohorts?

*How do you deal with a world in constant flux?*

Leaders are dealing with the issues surrounding moving students and staff from in-person to virtual education (and back) and all that entails: pressure from the community, parents wanting their kids in or out of schools, safety protocols and materials, employee union concerns, lack of substitutes, declining or uncertain funding, dropping enrollment, etc.

**Here are some quick resources to help you prepare for the perfect storm:**

**Read this…**

"How Schools are Preparing for the Perfect Storm of Holiday Travel and COVID-19" to learn what some school leaders are doing to prepare for the perfect storm.

**Watch this…**

*What do the best leaders do during a crisis?* Check out this video: [How to Lead During a Crisis](#) to learn how "it is not the actual act that defines you, but your response...the response has to reek of competence, integrity, and sincerity." People will forgive or eventually forget the actions you take, but they will never forget your response.
Check this out...

**Six (6) benefits of Shared Decision Making During Turbulent Times** for tips on how to navigate the challenges you are facing.

---

Did you miss this?

Leading successfully through all the waves caused by today’s everchanging realities requires organizational agility. Read the blog: **Common Tools are the Secret Sauce of Agile Leadership**

---

Want to navigate complex COVID issues with confidence? **Give us a call, we can help!**
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